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NBC’s classic Emmy Award®-winning dramatic series, 
Law & Order, was created by Dick Wolf and first 
aired in September of 1990. The show is now enter-

ing into its “Lucky 13th” season this fall and has been renewed 
through 2005. Only one other hour-long, primetime dramatic 
television show will have surpassed this record. Gunsmoke ran 20 
seasons, from 1955 to 1975, but from 1955 to 1961 the episodes 
aired as half-hours. Law & Order consistently wins Wednesday 
night’s top ratings and last season was ranked number five, 
unprecedented for a show in its twelfth year. In 1997 it won an 
Emmy for best dramatic series, has been nominated for the past 
11 years, and has garnered many additional awards. 

People everywhere cite Law & Order as their favorite television 
show. There have been 277 episodes of the series produced to 
date, which have come from 277 scripts which have been based 
upon 277 stories. But statistics alone don’t do the show justice. 
Its remarkable longstanding appeal is built on the foundation 
of adhering to a time-tested, market-proven dramatic structure 
executed by exceptional writers.  

As the writing staff at Law & Order prepares for the season 
ahead and the start of episode 278, I spoke with executive 
producer/showrunner, Michael Chernuchin, during a break from 
his writing duties.

scr(i)pt: To what would you attribute the phenomenal long-term 
success of L&O?

MC: First, probably the “ripped from the headlines” aspect of it. 
People are familiar with the cases and they want to see how we’ll 

fictionalize them. Second, each episode is self-contained. There’s 
no need to see last week’s show to understand this week’s. Third, I 
would say habit. People know Wednesday night, 10:00 p.m., turn 
it on, and you’ll see a good story. It’s also on several cable networks 
right now—A&E, I don’t know how many times a day, and it’s also 
on TNT. I think that all helps.

scr(i)pt: This season will start with episode number 278. How do 
you keep coming up with new and interesting stories?

MC: Again, ripped from the headlines. We read The New York 
Post and newspapers from around the country. 

scr(i)pt: How did you break into the business and what is your work 
history?

MC: I have a strange history. I actually have a graduate degree 
in English and I was going to be a famous novelist and playwright 
and that didn’t work out. I got scared because all my friends were 
graduating from business school and medical school and law 
school. I didn’t want to be the starving artist, so I did what I was 
qualified to do—nothing. I went to law school and I ended up, 
unfortunately, doing well in law school, getting a good job in NYC 
and staying there for a long time. One day I just got frustrated 
and wrote a spec script. It was actually during a deposition. I was 
defending a deposition; and I wrote a spec script, quit and moved 
out here. Law & Order was my first job. 

Kathy Karr, who was head of development for Wolf Films at the 
time, pulled my spec script out of the pile. They brought me in 
and interviewed me, then hired me for a freelance job. I was ready 
to go back to New York because I couldn’t afford an apartment in 
New York and an apartment here, but then the phone rang and it 
was the showrunner who said, “You’re on staff, and we’re turning 
your episode into a two-part episode.” It changed my life. I stayed 
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for six years then ended up the last two of those years as executive 
producer. 

After that, I created a show with Dick called Feds for CBS. I also 
co-wrote the feature film, Eraser starring Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
I was an executive producer of Brooklyn South and Michael Hayes, 
and then created and executive produced my own show called Bull 
on TNT—which was TNT’s first drama. Now I’m back here to 
executive produce/showrun Law & Order. So ... Tom Wolfe was 
wrong—you can go back home. 

scr(i)pt: So you started as a novelist? 
 MC: Like many writers I have three or four unfinished novels 

in a drawer some place. I ended up in television because when I 
was frustrated with being a lawyer, I said, “What’s the fastest way 
of becoming a professional writer?” I actually looked around, and 
television needed the most product, so I made the conversion from 
great American novel to great American television show. 

scr(i)pt: Will you ever go back and finish those novels? 
MC: Yes. One of these days ...

scr(i)pt: Writer/executive producer/creator, Dick Wolf, has become 
one of the most successful TV producers in television. Law & Order 
has spawned Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, Law & Order: 
Criminal Intent, and now Dick has Crime and Punishment on the 
air with Dragnet premiering this fall. What is it like to work with 
Dick? 
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MC: Dick is great to work with because he gives you freedom. 
He always used to say his dream is to have three or four shows on 
the air, make a phone call once a month, ask “How’s everything 
going?” and have the showrunner tell him, “Fine.” He’s the 800-
pound gorilla when you need him, but otherwise he lets you do 
your thing.

scr(i)pt: His dream has come true?
MC: His dream has come true.

scr(i)pt: In the world of television writing, the term, “showrunner” 
is used to describe the person at the helm of the series. How would 
you describe your duties and responsibilities as the showrunner of Law 
& Order?

MC: It’s a little different on Law & Order than it is on other 
shows because of the 3,000 mile distance between the stage and 
the writers. (They shoot the show in New York.) We don’t get to 
work with the actors as much as I have on other shows. Here it’s 
basically running the writing staff, working with the editors and 
the post-production staff. I will be going back to New York for 
read throughs and to work with the actors. But the real differ-
ence between running a Dick Wolf show and others is mileage, 
the separation. 

scr(i)pt: What do you think makes a successful one-hour drama 
script? 

MC: I wish I knew (laughs). No, really, it’s the right combina-
tion of story and character and on our show great dialogue.

scr(i)pt: Can you offer any specifics about what makes great dia-
logue, pacing, plot etc.?

MC: What I’ve found is that a lot of writers write what looks 
good on the paper. They forget someone has to say those words. 
Grammar doesn’t count. So, it’s having an ear for dialogue. One of 
the greatest ways I’ve learned this is to listen to talk radio because 
then you just hear voices and you can pick up a lot of phraseology 
and things like that. Remember, people have to say these words. 
Say them to yourself. 

scr(i)pt: How would you break down a Law & Order script? How 
many pages, scenes per act, minutes per show etc.? 

MC: The show is 44 minutes, and we’re usually around 60 
pages. There’s a four-page teaser then 13-15 pages per four acts. 
The show has changed. On the first year of the show, we never 
used to have a scene longer than a page. That got very expensive. 
So, the scenes now are longer, especially courtroom scenes and 
scenes in the second half of the show. They’ve turned into two, 
two and a half pages. That’s one of the only changes in the show 
after 13 years. 

scr(i)pt: I know for a fact that you write with opera music playing 
in the background. Can you speak about how this inspires you?

MC: I figure if I listen to great work, I’ll write something great. 
As long as it’s not in English so I don’t know what they’re talking 
about, it’s fine. I often find myself actually typing along to the 
beat. 

scr(i)pt: Do you ever write stories because you think you can make 
a difference?

MC: Yes. Specifically one comes to mind. There’s diabetes in 
my family, and I did a show about diabetes giving a lot of facts 
and figures about how much money is distributed to diabetes as 
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opposed to other diseases and actually got an award from the 
Diabetes Association. We did a show about homeopathic breast 
cancer treatments, which I hope made a difference. I do a lot of 
shows about racial differences and, hopefully, that will make a 
difference, too.

scr(i)pt: Are there any particular issues that you’d like to tackle that 
you haven’t yet?

MC: Yes, I think the biggest problem in this country is racism, 
and I don’t think it’s ever going to go away. I want to write a lot 
about that. 

scr(i)pt: Many of the writers on the Wolf shows have come from 
professional backgrounds. On the Law & Order staff five out of the 
10 writers have been lawyers. Can you speak to this?

MC: I think it’s a show written by grown-ups—people that have 
life experience. I don’t think you can come out of college and 
write any of the Wolf shows. I think you need to have been kicked 
around the block a couple of times. Thus, we have people from a 
lot of different backgrounds. 

scr(i)pt: What advice would you give to writers aspiring to break 
into the TV biz?

MC: Write a spec script in hour-long format. I can speak from 
my experience. My spec, which was a spec pilot and what got me 
the job here, ended up being Bull 10 years later. A spec script is 
what will get you in. I would never submit a spec Law & Order to 
Law & Order. You’ve got to get an agent because no one’s going 
to read you without an agent or lawyer. 

When you write a spec script, push the envelope, you can 
always pull it back in. Write outrageous things. That will get the 
attention of somebody reading it.

scr(i)pt: I often hear aspiring writers say they have “a great idea for 
a TV series.” How hard is it to sell a TV show and what advice would 
you give someone who wants to do just that?

MC: It is impossible. There are 800-pound gorillas out there. 
There are the Dick Wolfs’, the David E. Kelleys’, the Steven 
Bochcos’, the John Wells’, and combined they’re about 90 percent 
of all hours on television. You should hook up with one of those 
people, or you could get lucky and walk through the door and 
they pull your script out of the pile and say, “This is great.” 

scr(i)pt: What’s your post Law & Order dream?
MC: Play a lot of golf. No, I have a lot of feature ideas I want 

to write, a play idea and then there are always those half-finished 
novels sitting in the desk ... 
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